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Who are we?

Who are you?
Decorate the “All About Me” 
frame of your Interactive 
Notebook (IN) with 3 things 
about yourself.

Share three things 
about yourself with a 
table partner.

Interactive Notebook
 The purpose of the interactive notebook is to 

enable students to be creative, independent 
thinkers and writers. 

 Interactive notebooks are used for class notes as 
well as for other activities where the student will 
be asked to express his/her own ideas and 
process the information presented in class. 

 https://interactive-notebooks.wikispaces.com/

Interactive Notebook

IN#1: Cerebral Summary 
What is Best Practice?

What is best practice?
Best practice is evidence-based ideas 
and activities that are broadly endorsed 
by the education profession and 
supported by current research-based 
theory—as opposed to practice 
grounded in personal experience or 
outdated research—practice that 
applies the latest knowledge, 
technology and procedures to teaching.

Form a Group of 4
Find the 3 participants who 
have the same colored quote 
bookmark as you have and 
form a group of 4.
Share your name and your 
position.
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Block by Block…
Build the tallest self-standing 
structure that your group can 
build. 
Use only the materials in your 
materials bag.
When you hear the bell ring, 
materials down and hands up.

Look Around the Room
Look for the tallest, weirdest, 
most unique, fragile, strongest, 
funniest…tower.
What does this activity reveal 
about the teaching and learning 
process?

We all have a different 
set of building blocks…
Each of you have a unique set of knowledge, 

skills, and experience related to  teaching.

All of us know something, none of us know 
everything.

Some of what we share, you already know 
and some of what we share may be new, 
even exciting!

Interactive Notebook

IN#2:  Reflection
What is the connection between 
constructing the tower and learning?

Purpose of the 
workshop
Experience constructivist, inter-active 
learning.
Share a common definition for best 
practice.
Explore a framework for effective 
instruction.

Relevant Connection

Walk away with ideas and 
strategies for engagement, 
instruction, and assessment you 
can implement in your 
classroom on Monday.

Elements of Effective Instruction:

R
•Readiness

I
• Input

O
• Output

Engage
Teach/Learn
Assess

Elements of Effective Instruction

R
•Engagement Strategy
• Setting the Purpose

I
•Instruct Model
•Assess Practice

O
•Assess and/or Close

Changing Pedagogy

Moving away from teacher-centered, 
passive instructional practices to 
student-centered, active instructional 
practices increases student 
engagement and learning.
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What Research Says…
Best practice is a concept grounded 
in research that embraces instruction 
that is “student-centered, active, 
experiential, authentic, democratic, 
collaborative, rigorous, and 
challenging” (Zemelman, Daniels, & 
Hyde, 2012, p. 2).

In other words…

Do less of those practices that 
are not grounded in research 
and do more of those practices 
that are grounded in research 
as recommended across 
National Curriculum Reports.

Interactive Notebook
 IN#3:  Do Less/Do More

Peruse through the two lists (Do Less, Do 
More).

Underline 3 things under the DO MORE column 
that you are already doing or want to do.

Underline 3 things under the DO LESS column 
that you could eliminate.

Turn & Talk
Turn to an elbow partner at your 
table and share your 
brainwaves regarding what to 
do less of in your classroom and 
what to do more of in your 
classroom.

Engage

Activating the 
learner’s attention 

to the topic

A shift in 
attention

Set 
Purpose

The learning 
objective set in the 
student’s context

A rationale

R ENGAGE:  
What this looks like in a classroom…

Artifacts

Video clips

Fascinating 
statistics

Pictures

Books

R
Props

Riddles

Costumes

Music

Movie trailers

Postcards

SET PURPOSE:  
What this looks like in the classroom…

This is important because. . . 
You will use this when. . . 
This will come in handy when you want 
to. . . 
In order to. . . . you’ll need to. . . 

R Interactive Notebook
IN#4:  Reflection
What benefit do you see in using 
engagement strategies and statements 
of purpose rather than just “open the 
book to page. . . . “?

Table Talk
At your table, discuss 
how engagement 
strategies and statements 
of purpose might benefit 
your students.
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BREAK – 10 minutes

10 Minute Break

Instruction

Content

Skill

Variety of 
modalities

Modeling

Examples

Analogies
Metaphors 

Stories

Show how to use 
content or skill

Assessment

Check for 
learner

understanding

Guides decision 
making

Practice

Opportunity to 
practice new 

content or skills

Partners or small 
groups

Teacher 
guidance

I

Acquisition Elaboration

Instruction

Content

Skill

Variety of 
modalities

Modeling

Examples

Analogies
Metaphors 

Stories

Show to use 
content or skill

Assessment

Check for 
learner

understanding

Guides decision 
making

Practice

Opportunity to 
practice new 

content or skills

Partners or small 
groups

Teacher 
guidance

I Acquisition Elaboration

Teacher-directed               Student Engagement

Instruction

Content

Skill

Variety of 
modalities

Modeling

Examples

Analogies
Metaphors

Stories

Show how to use 
content or skill

Assessment

Check for learner
understanding

Guides decision 
making

Practice

Opportunity to 
practice new 

content or skills

Partners or small 
groups

Teacher guidance

I
What Research Says…
"Teacher talk between 70 and 80 per cent 
of class time, on average.  Teachers’ 
talking increases as the year level rises 
and as the class size decreases!  Across 
the grades, when instruction was 
challenging, relevant, and academically 
demanding, then all students had higher 
engagement and teachers talked less--
and the greatest beneficiaries were at-risk 
students" (Hattie, 2012, p. 72).

Acquisition -
Teacher-Directed
What it looks like in the classroom…
 Reformat teacher-directed presentation of content 

(lecture, explanation, or presentation of new material).

 Teacher lectures, explains, or presents new material with 
the assistance of visuals in 8-10 minute segments followed 
by at least 2 minutes of students talking to each other.

 Students share notes, fill in gaps in their own notes or 
thinking, ask each other questions, and clarify concepts. 

= 35% of class time

I Instructional Strategies 
during Acquisition
Interactive Notebooks
Graphic Organizers
Student-to-student dialogue
Note-taking strategies
Media

Interactive Notebook
 IN#5:  GOGO 

 Stand up.

 Walk 7 steps in any direction.

 Find a partner.

 Give one instructional strategy used during acquisition.

 Get one instructional strategy used during acquisition.

 Fill out the grid by talking with 4 different participants.
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Acquisition Elaboration

Teacher-directed               Student Engagement

Instruction

Content

Skill

Variety of 
modalities

Modeling

Examples

Analogies
Metaphors

Stories

Show how to use 
content or skill

Assessment

Check for learner
understanding

Guides decision 
making

Practice

Opportunity to 
practice new 

content or skills

Partners or small 
groups

Teacher guidance

I Elaboration—
Student Directed 
What it looks like in a classroom…
 Teacher modeling

Collaborative groups

 Students talking and moving

Analyzing and applying

Making and creating

Guided discussion techniques

= 65% of class time

I Guided Discussion 
Techniques

One way to decrease teacher talk and 
increase student talk is through guided 
discussion techniques.

What Research Says…
“Talk is an invaluable tool for learning and 
for communicating that learning. Students 
who know how to talk and think deeply in 
language arts will become proficient in 
using similar structures to create meaning 
and understanding across the curriculum” 
(Elliot-Johns, Booth, Rowsell, Puig, & 
Patterson, 2012, p. 30).

TRIANGLE TRIAD
Discussion Technique

• Find your group

• Move to an open space and set up 
your PCF cards in a triangle.

• Determine who will go 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd.

P

C F

Student #1
• Stand on the
• Tell what you currently understand 
about acquisition and elaboration.

• Move to the 
• Tell what you didn’t know prior to this
workshop and/or misconceptions you 
had about acquisition and elaboration.

• Move to the 
• Tell what you need to implement
acquisition and elaboration strategies.

C

P

F

P

C F

P

C F

P

C F

Interactive Notebook

 IN#6:  Reflection
 How do you plan to decrease teacher 
talk and increase student talk in your 
classroom?

•Students independently show 
what they have learned

•Measures the learning 
objectives

•Is done in class or at home
•Small for daily lessons
•Large for unit plan

Assessment
and/or
Closure

O
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Assessment
What it looks like in the classroom…

A summative assessment occurs at the end 
of a unit includes products, performances, 
and portfolios.

Typically formative assessment is used at the 
end of a lesson to help determine 
instructional goals for the next class.  This is 
often the closure of the lesson. 

O Closure
What it looks like in the classroom…

A closure is a strategy that reinforces 
learning generated from a teaching 
and learning segment. O
A closure has dual purpose:

tells you AND your students what they 
have learned
directs your planning for the next lesson

O
Closure Activities
 Exit Slips

Muddiest Point

What Stuck with You?

 Snowball Fight

 Twitter (What did you learn in 140 
characters?)

 Six-Word Memoirs

And…

Closure Example
Shakespeare in 6 Seconds Vine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1_lGORUCbY
https://vine.co/v/OhOa36tYQDV

Closure Example
The One-Minute Write.  
The teacher directs students to write for 
one minute on a Post-It, index card, or 
half sheet of paper in response to a 
prompt directly related to the lesson.  
Students turn in those One-Minute 
Writes, allowing the teacher to check 
for understanding.

Interactive Notebook

 IN#7:  One-Minute Write
What is Cloudy?  

 What is Clear?

 Share with an elbow partner.

Beyond the test… Interactive Notebook

IN#8:  Checklist
 Check assessments you are willing to 
try.

Shout Out
Shout out one assessment 
you checked that you are 
going to try.
1, 2, 3 SHOUT!
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Interactive Notebook

 IN#9: Commitment Statement
What will you try next week to 
implement an idea or strategy you 
experienced today?
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Contact Us
 Handouts, resources, and downloads are on the 

AMLE site and our blog.

 Our blogs: 
http://survivingtothriving.wordpress.com/
http://survivingtothrivingljl.wordpress.com/

 Find us on TPT: 
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Surv
iving-To-Thriving-LjL

 Email: survivingtothrivingljl@gmail.com
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